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Today is the birthday of Andy Warhol, an artist who is known as 
one of the pioneers of pop art . To commemorate 85 years of the 
birth of the eccentric artist , Andy Warhol Museum was unveiled 
live via streaming internet that can be accessed 24 hours a day , 
7 days per week.

Reporting from the pages of The Verge , Tuesday ( 08/06/2013), 
Andy Warhol’s grave is located in his hometown of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania . Tomb of Andy Warhol certainly be one of the 
tourist sites of pilgrimage for art lovers .

His grave was often a place of inspiration for other artists . Sure 
hope they can get an idea as when Warhol created paintings 
of Campbell’s soup cans or bottles of Coca - Cola became a 
popular and valuable works .

The project is a collaboration with the webcam network EarthCam 
live broadcast . This broadcast is called Figment . This name 
refers to one of Warhol ‘s famous quote spoken :

“I always thought I’d like my own tombstone to be blank . No. 
Epitaph and no name . Well , actually , I’d like it to say ‘ figment ‘ , “ said Andy .

( I always thought I would like a plain headstone . Without writing and without a name . I would be happy to call it ‘ figment ‘ [ not real ])

“ Figment is a fantastic way to put Andy on the air 24/7 and broadcast it to our global audience , “ said Director of the Andy Warhol 
Museum , Eric Shiner . “ We believe it would be nice if Warhol knew that he was still connected and turned on after 25 years after his 
death , “ he continued .

Not only that , Andy Warhol ‘s funeral procession on February 22, 1987 is a unique take . Because the friend Paige Powell had put the 
magazine Interview , Interview t-shirt , and a bottle of Estee Lauder perfume series “ Beautiful “ into the grave with the coffin. ( gal )
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